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Intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) is a frequent sequelae
of intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), one of the most
devastating catastrophic neurologic illnesses to afflict
adults. This secondary IVH, usually arising from ICH
that are less than 30cc in volume, becomes the significant
predictor of 30-day mortality.1,2 IVH is present in up to
57% of deep-seated ICH located in either the thalamus
or basal ganglia. Patients whose ICH have initial IVH are
2.05 to 2.7 times more likely to die or have an unfavorable
functional outcome.3,4
Casting of the third ventricle and the cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) outflow tracts.5 From a molecular standpoint,
intraventricular blood and its breakdown products cause a
cascade of inflammatory response in the ependymal lining
of the ventricles, resulting into fibrosis of the arachnoid
villi surface.6,7 Products of clot lysis also are potent
nitric oxide (NO) antagonists that deplete NO or inhibit
NO synthases. This “sink effect,” described in literature
relating to aneurysmal vasospasm, increases oxidative
stress, myosin phosphorylation, apoptosis and necrosis
of neurons, formation of microthrombi, and permanent
remodeling of the cerebral wall architecture.8
External ventricular drainage (EVD) is a surgical
intervention that has become the standard of care for acute
obstructive hydrocephalus complicating ICH with IVH
according to the American Heart Association/ American

Introduction: Intraventricular hemorrhage (IVH) as an extension of
spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage is an independent predictor of
mortality. The Clot Lysis: Evaluating Accelerated Resolution of IVH
phase 3 (CLEAR III) trial is a randomized, double-blinded, placebocontrolled, multiregional trial recently conducted to determine whether
external ventricular drainage (EVD) plus intraventricular recombinant
tissue plasminogen activator (rtPA, alteplase) improved outcome, in
comparison to EVD plus saline. This study is an application of the
rationale and principles of management in CLEAR III trial and related
literature.
Methods: There are five patients described in this case series. Report
followed the PROCESS guidelines.
Results: 30-day mortality in this series is 2 out of 5 while actual allcause mortality is 4 out of 5. Modified Graeb scores and IVH scores
of all subjects have decreased after the intervention. However, good
functional status defined as modified Rankin scale (mRS) score of 0-3
has not been achieved with the intervention. Efficacy of completely
resolving IVH and hydrocephalus has been achieved in 2 out of 5 which
translated to a benefit of survival to one of the two. Shunt dependence
has been avoided by the subjects except for the one with the caudate
intracerebral hemorrhage. Complications related to the intervention
have been noted and discussed.
Conclusion: In this single-institution study, patients for which rtPA was
used for intraventricular fibrinolysis of IVH clot in addition to EVD as
surgical treatment for hydrocephalus resulted to a 30-day survival of 3
out of 5 in this series, while actual survival is 1 out of 5. The intervention
was efficacious in decreasing the Modified Graeb scores and IVH scores
of all study subjects at end of treatment. Functional status of mRS 5 is
the highest score achieved among survivors.
Keywords: intraventricular hemorrhage, fibrinolysis, external ventricular
drainage
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Stroke Association (Class IIa, level of evidence: B).9 The
Japanese Guidelines for the Management of Stroke 2004
and 2009 also recommend emergency surgery via EVD.10
EVD is mainly used for addressing the problem of
increased intracranial pressure caused by IVH. However,
the rationale and clinical scenarios surrounding this
conventional surgical practice have been reexamined in
recent evidence due to the better understanding that has
come with new knowledge on IVH. Naff and colleagues
presented several points for consideration: 1) EVD alone
for CSF drainage does not appear to improve outcomes
despite addressing increased ICP; 2) EVD malfunction
caused by obstruction of blood that often requires resiting
and catheter exchange, hampers its overall efficacy;
3) EVD alone does not accelerate the clot lysis which is the
sine qua non for restoration of normal CSF dynamics; and
4) the presence of blood and its degradation products
prolongs the duration of EVD, which in turn is the
one responsible for the risk of ventriculitis and the
development of delayed communicating hydrocephalus.
Numerous other studies would posit along similar lines
and contribute to literature that would otherwise rule that
ventriculostomy has limited benefit, were it not for the
addition of intraventricular administration of a fibrinolytic
agent via an EVD.12,13
A Cochrane review on fibrinolytic therapy for
intraventricular hemorrhage in adults. served as
foundational high-quality evidence suggesting that the
intervention is safe and of therapeutic value.14 Much
later, a randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled,
multiregional trial was started for the same purpose. The
Clot Lysis: Evaluating Accelerated Resolution of IVH
(CLEAR IVH) study and the Clot Lysis: Evaluating
Accelerated Resolution phase 3 (CLEAR III) trial are
landmark studies that served to establish the safety and
efficacy of recombinant tissue plasminogen activator
(rtPA, alteplase) for clinical use in patients with IVH.
The trial was completed on January 2016 with analyzed
results published early part of 2017.15
To the authors' knowledge, the administration of rtPA for
the neurosurgical management of IVH is not routinely done
in the local setting. The aim of this study is to present the
methods, outcomes and complications of this neurosurgical
technique and bridge the gap between the local surgical
experience and the current available literature.
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Methods
All clinical interventions were conducted according to
the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and was also
approved by the Institutional Review Board.
All patients included in this retrospective case series
were admitted and managed in the setting of a publiclyfunded government hospital in which the investigator
is currently affiliated, within the inclusive period of
December 2016 to August 2017. Data collection involved
chart reviews and phone interviews for follow-up.
Participants for the study included patients with IVH and
hydrocephalus secondary to either thalamic or caudate ICH
who were managed surgically with EVD and subsequent
intraventricular administration of rtPA. The inclusion
criteria for study subjects were patients who underwent
the surgical intervention of EVD as generally indicated
for hemohydrocephalus from intracerebral hemorrhage,
and whose relatives consented for the additional technique
of fibrinolysis via rtPA infusion.
All patients were managed starting at emergency
room-level with aggressive hemodynamic support,
including, when indicated, intubation and mechanical
ventilation. Laboratory tests included routine hematology,
chemistry and coagulation studies (i.e., complete blood
count, typing, sodium, potassium, blood urea nitrogen,
serum creatinine, prothrombin and partial thromboplastin
times). Electrocardiogram and chest x-ray were routinely
requested and cardiopulmonary risk evaluation prior to
surgery also routinely secured. Preexisting co-morbid
medical conditions were aggressively managed. The
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score was recorded at
admission and ictal non-contrast cranial CT scan was
done.
The decision to treat an individual patient with
EVD was made by the senior neurosurgical resident in
consultation with the attending neurosurgeon, based on
hydrocephalus as measured by Evan’s index of the CT
scan. The decision to treat with fibrinolysis using rtPA
was made when there is casting of the third ventricle by
CT scan, and when 1) modified Graeb score is 9 or above
based on the study by Graeb and colleagues16 and Morgan
and colleagues17 or when 2) the volume of IVH is more
than 12-15cc based on the study with normative data by
Hallevi and colleagues.18 At the soonest possible time,
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patients for surgery were brought to the operating room,
with subsequent note of pre-induction GCS score. The
main surgeon for all study participants in this series was
the principal investigator of this study.
The surgical interventions were limited to any of the
following: single or bilateral frontal horn ventriculostomies
through a burr hole at the Kocher’s point, or a single
occipital horn ventriculostomy through a burr hole
at the Frazier’s point, whichever method being done
under general anesthesia. An improvised EVD was
used consisting of sterile feeding tube French 10 as the
ventricular catheter, connected to a three-way stopcock
and then to a blood transfer bag as CSF repository (Figure
1).

Figure 1. A patient in a typical setup of the EVD with the drainage
bag containing CSF with dissolved clot.
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hour, then opened to allow drainage at the level of the
external auditory meatus for at least 1 hour. Patients had
subsequent repeat CT scans, and altepase administration
was continued until the third and fourth ventricles cleared
of blood on CT or until the patients expired.
All patients were maintained on mechanical ventilation
and followed a stepwise protocol for weaning. A decision
for the patient to undergo tracheostomy was made when
the patient exceeded two weeks on ventilator support.
Admission to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) was made
for the patients should there be an availability; otherwise,
they remain at the Post-Anesthesia Care Unit for 48 hours
after which they were transferred to the wards.
The goal is a reduction of ventricular hematoma volume
and resolution of hydrocephalus seen via CT scan. The
degree of hydrocephalus was measured with the Evans’
index. For the volume reduction of IVH, the Graeb
score and its modified equivalent is the most common
scale for predicting short-term prognosis (Appendix
1 and 2). Similarly, the IVH score (IVHS)18 is another
tool for estimating IVH volume and has recently gained
widespread acceptance (Appendix 3). Ventricular catheters
were removed when there is risk for ventriculitis and/or
when there is no shunt dependence. Shunt dependence
was assessed as present in the patient when there was
neurologic deterioration with elevation of CSF repository,
with persistent signs of intracranial hypertension alongside
progressive ventricular enlargement.17 Failing these end
points, a ventriculoperitoneal shunt would be placed.
Results

After the operation, the patients had non-contrast
cranial CT scan at least 6 hours after placement of the
EVD. This first postoperative CT scan became the “stability
CT scan,” described in protocols16 as the first scan with
no catheter-tract hemorrhage or intracerebral hemorrhage
growth of >5 cm3 where any potentially enlarging ICH
or IVH might have stabilized. The principal investigator
administered alteplase (Actilyse, Boehringer Ingelheim,
Germany). Alteplase was reconstituted with 25 mL diluent
of plain lactated Ringer’s to a create a 2mg/mL solution.
This solution was infused by ventricular catheter, then
flushed with diluent. The catheter was the closed for an

There were 5 cases included in this series. Table 1
summarizes the patient characteristics.
		 The 30-day mortality in this series is 2 out of 5
(40%) while actual all-cause mortality is 4 out of 5 (80%).
Hydrocephalus has decreased across all study subjects,
as demonstrated by the decrease in Evans’ indices.
This resolution of hydrocephalus is attributable to the
technique of EVD alone. The additional technique of rtPA
administration brought about the decrease in the severity
of IVH, evidenced by the demonstration of clearing of
the ventricles (Table 2, Figures 2 and 3). The addition of
subsequent doses of rtPA showed a trend for increased
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Table 1. Patient characteristics, disease severity at presentation, and time elements of intervention.

clearance of IVH initially in the lateral ventricles, followed
in the third ventricle, and lastly in the fourth ventricle;
although absolute clearance of IVH, defined by clearing
of all the ventricles, was not achieved in all of the patients

in this series. IVH volume was decreased from a range of
volumes of 13-30 cc into 0-6 cc of remaining ventricular
blood at end of treatment. Modified Graeb and IVH scores
had decreased after the intervention: 0 to 7 and 0 to 9
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respectively (Table 2). In this respect, the intervention
appeared to be efficacious in resolving IVH. However,
good functional status defined as mRS of 0-3 has not
been achieved with the intervention. The intervention did
not appear to be effective in translating this resolution
of IVH into the achievement of good functional status.
Nevertheless, the efficacy of the intervention in completely
resolving IVH has been achieved in 2 out of 5 (40%) which
resulted into a benefit of survival for one of the two. Shunt
dependence had been avoided by the subjects except for
the one with the caudate ICH. Complications from the
intervention were: misplacement of ventricular catheter,
pneumocephalus, asymptomatic catheter-tract hematoma,
acute subdural hematoma, and perihemorrhagic edema
(Figures 2, 3, 4); while ventriculitis was not completely
ruled out in all of the subjects. Tables 1 and 2 summarize
the patient characteristics and outcomes respectively.

Figure 3. A shows the ictal CT scan of Patient B. B shows the postrtPA scan with misplacement and pneumocephalus. C shows the
end-of-treatment and post-EVD removal CT.

Figure 2.A and B show the ictal CT scan of Patient A. C shows
first EVD misplaced to the right. D shows the stability scan after
revision EVD. E and F show the scan after giving rtPA. G and H
are scans during EVD challenge at end of treatment. I and J show
post-removal of EVD with pneumocephalus, catheter-tract hematoma
and perihemorrhagic edema.

Figure 4. A shows the ictal CT scan of Patient D. B shows the
post-rtPA scan with acute subdural hematoma at left frontoparietal
convexity. C shows the end-of-treatment scan with the EVD clamped.
The acute subdural hematoma remains relatively unchanged.
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Table 2. Patient outcomes, complications, and other elements of intervention.
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The method of alteplase infusion differed slightly from
the methodology in the CLEAR-IVH trial. The variation
in dosing and schedule is slightly higher and less frequent
in the present series than in the trial, i.e., 4-8 mg in only
one to three doses as compared to 3 mg twice daily in
the trial, but still within the normally-tolerated dosage as
found in related non-CLEAR literature. Due to logistical
reasons, the interval to the “stability CT scan” varied. The
present study setting also limited accessibility to frequent
and daily CT scan, and patients never got started with
intraventricular rtPA treatment within 24-48 hours.
Discussion
Present results show a trend in the increased clearance of the
ventricles and decreased modified Graeb and IVHS scores
with every subsequent intraventricular administration of
rtPA. Improvement in functional status and good outcome
were not achieved in this series of patients.
IVH volume significantly affects the outcomes of
morbidity and mortality at 30 days19 and at a lethal volume
of 20cc.20 Three patients in this study have IVH volume
of greater than 20cc and two of them died. Although
both modified Graeb score and IVH score reflect the
severity of disease process of IVH and should intuitively
be consistent, a patient subject (patient B) had a low
modified Graeb score at end of treatment and yet, still
had a relatively high IVH score. This can be explained
by the fact that IVH score incorporates the presence of
hydrocephalus in its scoring system, in order to be more
predictive of mortality estimates.
In this study, the large proportion of the subjects still
suffered mortality regardless of the decrease in the degree
of severity of the disease process. It is largely due to the fact
that the IVH of the patients in this series were secondarily
due to ICH, which portends additional risk for mortality.
The patients were uniformly victims of hemorrhagic in
their thalami, except for one. The exception is the one
with ICH in the caudate nucleus - a location generally
regarded to have good prognosis despite the presence
of IVH21 - which probably explains the patient’s 30-day
survival. Thalamic ICH on the other hand, has notoriety
among all the types of stroke. The debilitating effect of its
damage is not so much due to its size and volume (mean
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approximate volume 1.5cm x 2.5cm x 3.5cm) but due to
the density of its functions that include being the gateway
for pain, sensation, motor control, mental association
and consciousness status. In addition, the thalamus is in
proximity to other eloquent important structures—the
basal ganglia, midbrain, hypothalamus, ventricles and the
reticular activating system.22 To illustrate, thalamic ICH
more than 10cc is often destructive to the whole posterior
limb of the internal capsule.23 In and of itself, thalamic
ICH notwithstanding IVH, should already portend poor
functional status. By subtype and location of thalamic ICH,
the medial type in particular has a reported association
with poor outcome.24,25
Dual EVD is employed in the CLEAR III protocol
for the second catheter to be inserted to the side of the
dominant IVH, with the intent of addressing the casting,
trapping mass effect, and/or shift caused by the IVH. A
significant proportion of enrolled subjects in the CLEAR III
trial were managed with more than a single EVD.15 In this
series, one patient underwent dual EVD; however, absolute
clearance of the ventricles was not achieved. Misplacement
of ventricular tip placement and cannulation, e,g., the
tip inadvertently crossing the contralateral ventricles
as in patient C (Figure 5), also occurred in this series.
It may be related in part to the technical difficulty of
the procedure when it comes to the disease entity that is
IVH, but may largely be due to the learning curve of the
trainee neurosurgeon doing the operation. The freehand
technique of cannulation may actually be more difficult
to accurately achieve, with success rates of around 82%.
Rates of malposition of the ventricular catheter range from
4 to 20%, but fortunately, most have not been found to
have significant clinical sequelae.26 Image-guided surgery
would very well increase the success rate of dual EVD, or
a difficult single EVD insertion for that matter, especially
that the clot does not provide the tactile and sensory
feedback obtained during insertion, nor does it appear
to always lend a fastidious obedience of craniometric
points. This series also bore complications of iatrogenic
hematoma formation—one had acute subdural hematoma
and two had catheter-tract hematoma. The formation of
acute subdural hematoma may be due to injury to either
a cortical vein during cannulation or to a bridging vein
during rapid relaxation of the hemisphere from CSF
decompression. Catheter-tract hematoma on the other
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hand, is more frequently encountered in the literature,27
and is differentiated into either symptomatic or otherwise.
Symptomatic catheter-tract hematomas are those that
are large enough to be clinically significant by causing
an attributable focal deficit or change in mental status.
In this series however, patients who had catheter-tract
hematomas had been consistently awake around the time
that these complications were radiologically demonstrated.
Ultimately, these hematomas become symptomatic only
when they cause mass effect. Similarly, pneumocephalus
may be clinically insignificant unless they do not resorb
on succeeding scans or when they present as tension
pneumocephalus. This complication may be avoided by
using devices with drip chambers, meticulous technique
in the instillation of fluids, and use of commercial EVD
devices.
EVD-related central nervous system (CNS) infection,
defined in literature along a spectrum of bacterial
ventriculitis, meningitis and non-bacterial ventriculitis,
has a rate of 4.4% in the CLEAR III trial versus a 7.9%
mean rate in the overall non-CLEAR literature.31 The
CLEAR investigators were also cognizant of the fact
that there is wide variability in the literature regarding
the definition of infection related to EVD, especially
that there are varying degrees of sterile pleocytosis as
a reaction to IVH. However, they defined EVD-related
infection as culture-positive CSF.31 Ventriculitis has not
been encountered in the two subjects in this study. The
limitation of this study however, is that there was failure to
rule out infection in all of the other subjects. Considering
that there is a considerable wide variation in practice
related to the frequency of CSF sampling, in most clinical
settings CNS infection is often strictly diagnosed later in
the course especially when the patient nevertheless has
already been receiving broad-spectrum antibiotics with
acceptable blood-brain barrier penetrance or otherwise,
for systemic infection of remote focus. Various methods
have been proposed to diminish the rates of EVD-related
infection,30 and in this study, care was taken to observe
strict sterile conditions for each administration of rtPA,
including sterile preparation, antiseptic preparation of
the tubing, closed 3-way stopcock syringe technique, and
wearing of mask and gown.
Perihemorrhagic edema (PHE), i.e., the varying
degrees of both cytotoxic and vasogenic edema of the brain
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parenchyma surrounding the ICH or IVH for that matter,
has been radiologically demonstrated in one of the study
subjects, Patient A. PHE has been identified as a possible
complication of intraventricular rtPA, hypothesized from
animal studies.22 This is believed to be caused either by
an inflammatory response to the proteases of rtPA or the
direct toxic effects of the fibrinolytic drugs on brain tissue.28
However, there is also literature providing evidence for
otherwise, stating that rtPA even at high doses of 4mg
every 12 hours up to 20 mg, or 1mg every 8 hours up to
12mg does not increase the degree of PHE29 compared
to the natural history23 of ICH and IVH. Ultimately, it is
important to note that rtPA could possibly cause adverse
reactions by its very nature as a drug.
The natural history of IVH is also telling of the fact
that the obstruction of Pacchioni granulations by the
degradation of blood products can eventually result into
chronic communicating hydrocephalus, which would
require permanent CSF diversion via ventriculoperitoneal
shunt surgery.10 In this study, one patient developed shunt
dependence, on the basis of an increase in Evans’ index
from baseline at the end of treatment or post-removal
of EVD. A systematic review comparing conservative
management, EVD alone, and EVD plus fibrinolysis has
shown that intraventricular fibrinolysis does not appear to
have any beneficial effect on arresting the development of
hydrocephalus.30 Fibrinolytic agents such as rtPA cannot
reverse hydrocephalus, but the use of rtPA as a causation
for hydrocephalus is a different matter altogether. A
separate analysis of the CLEAR III results reported that
no statistically-significant correlation has been found
between the use of rtPA for intraventricular fibrinolysis
and permanent CSF diversion. The predictors of shunt
dependence were: early elevated intracranial pressure, high
CSF output and placement of more than one EVD.31 In
this study, shunt dependence of patient B can be attributed
to him having dual EVD.
By using good functional status as the yardstick of a
worthwhile intervention, investigators of the CLEAR III
trial concluded that “alteplase at the dose of 1mg every
8h cannot be recommended as an intervention to improve
functional outcome in patients with intraventricular
hemorrhage.” On the basis of this tall order, use of rtPA
for intraventricular administration for the purpose of
improving functional status cannot be recommended
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prima facie in clinical practice. However, there may be
other countervailing factors at work that influence the nearimpossibility of achieving good functional outcome. For
one, the authors' definition of ‘good’ functional outcome
may be flawed or incomplete. CLEAR III investigators did
recommend further research to clarify the divergent picture
within the more severe disability segments of mRS.32
While the CLEAR III trial results failed to demonstrate
that rtPA administration would achieve good functional
status, a more nuanced analysis of the results shows that
the technique appeared to have averted mortality. Mortality
was significantly lower among those who received rtPA;
there was a 50% decrease in the odds of being dead (mRS
6) for alteplase versus placebo (adjusted OR 0·50[95%
CI 0·31–0·80], p=0·004).36 It should be noted however,
that survivors belonged in the severe disability scale
(mRS 4 or 5). Similarly, the patients in this study who
survived after 30 days (patients A, B and C) had mRS
score of 5. The CLEAR investigators added that fewer
neurological, respiratory, and sudden deaths were noted
in the treatment group versus the placebo group. They
hypothesized that early removal of IVH clot corrects
a severe life-threatening cerebral anatomic defect and
possibly limits the structural brain injury which in turn
limits cardiorespiratory risks inherent with structural
brain injury.36 Based on these results and on the existing
literature, the authors hypothesize that for patients with
ICH and IVH, the use of rtPA for fibrinolysis of clot in the
ventricles will increase their chance of survival, although
it may be in a bedridden, totally-dependent state.
Given that this study is a case series, all the relevant
biases inherent in this study design are maintained as

limitations. Due to the limited availability of rtPA, the time
duration of the study is short and the study population is
small. At the outset, the main limitation of this study is
that it does not intend to analyze the association between
response to the surgical interventions and the long-term
outcomes of functional status and survival. An analytical
study design could be employed if there were to be more
cases undergoing this procedure in the future.
Conclusion
In this single-institution study, patients for which rtPA
was used for intraventricular fibrinolysis of IVH clot in
addition to EVD as surgical treatment for hydrocephalus
resulted to a 30-day survival of 3 out of 5 in this series,
while actual survival is 1 out of 5. The intervention was
efficacious in decreasing the modified Graeb scores and
IVH scores of all study subjects at end of treatment.
Functional status of mRS 5 is the highest score achieved
among survivors. Ventriculitis was not demonstrated
in two subjects for which it was ruled out, while shunt
dependence was avoided by majority of the patients in
the study. Other complications from the intervention
considered were: misplacement of ventricular catheter,
pneumocephalus, asymptomatic catheter-tract hematoma,
acute subdural hematoma, and perihemorrhagic edema.
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Appendix 1. Original Graeb Score16
Lateral Ventricles (x 2)
Score:				
						
						
						

1 =			
2 =			
3 =			
4 = 			

Trace of blood or mild bleeding
Less than half of the ventricle filled with blood
More than half of the ventricle filled with blood
Ventricle filled with blood and expanded

Third and Fourth Ventricles
Score:			 1 =			
					 2 =			

Blood present, ventricle size normal
Ventricle filled with blood and expanded

Total Score (Maximum = 12)
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Appendix 2.Modified Graeb Score17
Scores for each ventricle
% of blood

R Temp Tip

R Lateral

R Post Tip

L Temp Tip

L Lateral

L Post Tip

IIIrd

IVth

None

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

≤ 25%

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

> 25% to
≤ 50%

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

> 50% to
≤ 75%

2

3

2

2

3

2

4

4

> 75% to
100%

2

4

2

2

4

2

4

4

Expanded

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Appendix 3. The Intraventricular Hemorrhage Score (IVHS)18
								

IVH Score*		

(IVHS) = 3 x ( RV + LV ) + III + IV + 3 x H

								 Lateral ventricle score:
									
0 (no blood or small amount of layering)
									
1 (up to one third filled with blood)
									
2 (one to two thirds filled with blood)
									
3 (mostly or completely filled with blood)
								 The third and fourth ventricles score:
									 0 (no blood)
									
1 (partially or completely filled with blood)
								 Hydrocephalus score:
									 0 (absent)
									 1 (present)
* RV = right ventricle; LV = right ventricle; III = third ventricle; IV = fourth ventricle; H = hydrocephalus
IVH volume (mL) = eIVHS/5
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